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| U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Mall Station P1 137
Washington, D.C. 20555

: SUBJECT: James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-333

i Response to Request for AdditionalInformation Regarding
Certain Diagnostic Team Findings at
the James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant'

L References:

! 1. NRC letter, B. C. McCabo to R. E. Boodle, dated January
'

16,1992, " Resolution of Certain Diagnostic Evaluation Team
j Findings at the James A. FitzPatrick Nuc! car Power Plant.'
'

2. NRC letter, James M. Taylor to John C. Brons, dated
December 3,1991, * Diagnostic Evaluation Team Report for.,

,! the OtzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant."

:

Dear Sir:

Attachment I is the Authority's answers to the fivo questions included with'

Reference 1. The questions concern specific issues raised during the FitzPatrid
Diagnostic Evaluation Team inspection report (Reference 2).,

; If you have any questions, plcaso contact J. A. Gray, Jr.

; Very truly yours,

9
N g alph E. Beedle

Ive Vice President
Nuclear Generation

ec: See next pago. "
'
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cc: Rogional Administrator -'

; U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road

I King of Prussia, PA 19406

. Office of the Resident inspector
; U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

P.O. Box 136a

I Lycoming, NY 13093

Mr. Brian C. McCabo
: Projoct Diroctorato 11
j Division of Reactor Projects 1/Il
i U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
i Mail Stop 14 B2
| Washington.DC 20555
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ATTACHMENT I TO JPN 92-008

| REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION.
' '

RESOLUTION OF SPECIFIC DET FINDINGS-

This attachment responds to the NRC's request for additional information (NRC lotter, B. C.
' McCabo to R. E. Boodlo, dated 1/16/92) concerning resolution of cortain Diagnostic

Evaluation Team Firidings at the James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant.
|

The questions are followed by the Authority's reply,

l. Pesponse to Individual Requests for information

NRC Ouestion

A. Tho design basis does not account for a singlo failure of olthor of tho two trains of
intako dolcing heators. Each Emergoney Diosol Generator (EDG) train providos
power to 44 intako doicing heators for a total of 88 heators. The technical

| specifications require a minimum of 18 (total) dolcing heators to bo operable; the
basis for which could not bo located by your staff. To ensure that at least 18 heators
are operable when considering a single failure of one of the EDG's, the technical
specifications should require that at least 18 heators bo operablo for each train.

NYPA Responso

The Authority is performing a design basis study of the intako structuro dolcing heators to;
(1) gain a bottor understanding of the environmental conditions at the intake, (2) tho

| capabilit es of the dolcing heators, (3) the need for tho heators to assuro Emergency Service
Water (tESW) system and Residual Heat Removal Servico Water (RHRSW) system
operability, and (4) the need to address design separation criteria. Items (1) through (3) will
be completed prior to 1992/1993 winter and item (4) will be completed by the end of the
1992 refueling outago.

The nood for a Technical Specification change to require a minimum number of heators
supplied by each EDG will be datormined after the design basis study has boon completed.
In the interim, Maintenanco surveillance test MST 71.17, "Intako Do-Icing Heators Rated
Current Surveillanco Test" (Reference 1) will continuo to verify thero are at least 18 operable
h9 ate's supplied by each emergency bus, in addition a Technical Specification
Interpretation will be issued prior to start up explaining that cach heater panol shall have a
minimum of 18 operablo heators.

|
i
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NRC Ouestion

Soveral dos! n deficiencios wero noted by the team invniving the Emergency DiosolB. 0
Gonorator (EDG) air start system. For example, a cor m heador betwoon air
banks mado tho system not entirely independent or re ' iant as required by the
Final Safoty Analysis Report (FSAR). The team also re,od soveral design
modifications initiated as early as 1988 to correct many of thoso deficienclos that
had not yet boon implemented because of impropor priority assignments.

NYPA Responso

The following description of the omorgency AC power system and the diosol air start system
is provided to clarify NYPA's responses.

Plant safoty loads are separated into two indopondent and rodundant load groups. Each
load group (emergency bus) is suppiiod by two omorgency diosol gonorator units. Each
diesel generator has an independent fuel c!! and starting air system. The starting air system
(soo figure 1) consists of two 100% canacity air start motor sets. A motor set has 1 starting
soleniod,2 air start motors,1 air relay valvo, and 1 lubricator. Ton air roccivers are divided
into two banks, each having a dodicated air comptossor. A common heador betwoon
rocciver banks permits starting air from either bank to supply all 4 starting motors.

Based on discussions with the Authority personnel interviewod during the DET, we have
identified 9 von specific questions raised by the team. >

1. Can each air start motor set be tested individually?

No, the air piping configuration does not permit testing an individual air start motor set. The
monthly EDG test is conducted with the air start motors and air receiver banks in the normal
operating lineup verifing an EDG's ability to start in its standby configuration, instead of
Individually testing a motor set, the air start motors are inspected during the test for proper
operation. The inspection includes a visual check of the air start motor pinion gear teeth for
damage or obstruction, air flow exhausting from the motor, and propor lubrication of the air
motor (Reforenco 2).

The Authority also has an aggressive preventive maintenance (PM) program for those
components. Each air start motor set is replaced with a now unit every six years, well
before their servico life expiros. The air start motor PM program is offective as evidenced by
the high reliability of the EDGs. The reliability of FitzPatrick's EDGs is 1.00 over the last 100
demands.

'

!
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Attachment I to JPN 92-008
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

pago 4 of 13

2. Why is thoro no procedural requiromont to alternato air start rocolver banks.

Tho EDG test procodure (Referenco 2) will be revised to require attornating air start recolver
banks cach month.

3. Thoro appears to be a descrepancy betwoon an EDG's air start system piping
configuration and FSn 90ction 8.6.3 statomont on indopondence.

FSAR Section 8.6.3 states, *Each dicsol generator is provided with indopondent and
redundant air starting systems with individual air compressors to furnish air for automatic
and manual starting.'-

The Authority agrees that an air start motor systom's two redundant trains are not
indopondent. However, the Authority considers the EDG air starting system acceptablo.
The Authority also had concoms regarding those FSAR statomonts and addressed thoso
concerns in Safety Evaluation JAF-SE-89-034 (Reference 3).

This safoty evaluation concludes that each EDG (including its respoctivo air start system) is
independant of the other EDGs. Each EDG's air start system has redundant activo
components ( two 100% air start motor sets) for high reliability but its air start system was
not designed to moot single failuro critoria. Single failure protection is provided by
independent omorgency busos and redundant EDGs having their own air start system. The
Authority acknowledges the FSAR EDG air start system description is ambiguous and will
submit a change as part of the July 1992 updato.

4. Does the EDG's licensing basis require independoney betwoon redundant air start sets
supporting each diesel?

Section 7.7.2 of NRC's original Safety Evaluation Report for FitzPatrick, dated November 20,
1972 (Referenco 4) states that the existing arrangement complies with guidanco in
Regulatory Guido 1.6, "Indopondenco Between Rodundant Standby (Onsito) Power Sources
and Betwoon their Distribution Systems" (Reference 5). This Regulatory Guido states that
cloctrically powered safety loads be separated into redundant load groups supplied by
redundant power sourcos. The requirement for independancy is between load groups and
their respectivo standby power sources. There is no requirement that an individual EDG's
subcomponents be rodundant and independent, however the Regulatory Guide dces stress
that reliability of an individual standby power source should be considered in the design.

.
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Section D.5 of the Regulatory Guide requires that if multiple EDGs are operated in parallel to
energize a single safety bus then reliability equivalent to a single EDG arrangement should
be demonstrated. Equivalent reliability for the air start subsystem was assured through a
redundant design and the startup test program. The design of the air start system includes
redundant components and results in two full capacity air start systems for each diesel.
The common header between receiver banks improves EDG reliability by permitting air from
either bank to supply all four air start motors. The design's reliability was demonstrated

'

through the startup testing program as defined by the NRC Staff on page 711 of the original
Safety Evaluation.

5. Why is one air start receiver bank normally isolated and does this configuration reduce
air start capacity to less than 10 EDG starts?

The current configuration increases the reliability of an EDG by maintaining a reserve
capacity of starting air and does not reduce the FSAR stated capacity of 10 EDG starts.
Testing has verified that one bank provides enough air for five or more successful starts j
(Reference 3). Isolating one bank of receivers maintains a reserve capacity for five
additional starts with operator action. If an EDG failed to start using the air available in five *

receivers, troubleshooting and corrective action could be performed prior to valving in the
isolated bank. Operating with one receiver bank iso!ated enhances overall EDG reliabilty
and protects against a single passive failure in the air system.

6. When one of the two air start compressors is out of service is its associated EDG
declared inoperable?

No. When one compressor is out of service, its associated air starting system and EDG
remain operable. EDG operability is dependent on the receivers holding air at 180 psig.
The loss of a compressor does not effect the stored air in the receivers.

Normal lineup for an EDG's air start motor system is to have one bank of air receivers
isolated (in reserve) and the other air receiver bank active supplying pressurized air up to

| the air start solenoids. The isolated bank will remain pressurized. Its air compressor cycles
! on and off to maintain pressure greater than 180 psig. The compressor's pressure switch is

functionally checked monthly during the EDG surveillance. The active bank is also
pressurized by its air compressor and a low pressure condition will be alarmed in the
Control Room by redundant pressure switches PS-11 & 12. This lineup provides air for 5
successful starts using the active bank plus a 5 start reserve air supply with operator action.

If one of the two compressors is taken out of service an operator can isolate the compressor
from its respective air receiver bank and open both air receiver bank isolation valves. Under
this lineup all ten receivers will be pressurized by the inservice compressor. If a low system
pressure condition were to occur it would alarm immediately notifying operators of the
degraded condition. While this lineup reduces operating flexibility, the 10 start air capacity,

is maintained and the EDG remains operable.

|
1
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7. How are prioritics assigned to EDG a!r start modifications?

In the second half of 1991, all backlog modifications wore distributed to cognizant and/or
system ongincors for ovaluation. The enginders recommended priorities for each
modification and clasify them as follows; (1) 1992 refueling outago work, (2) 1993 refueling
outage work, (3) consider performing some future outago, and (4) cancellation of the
modification. The modifications and their recommended priorities were forwarded to the
Planning Department where a bonofit/ cost study was performed.

The Authority is presently refining its process to review and improve the benefit / cost
studios. A committoo comprised of representatives from Operations, Maintenance,
Planning, Technical Services, and Health Physics meets on a regular basis to review the
cost /bonofit documentation and is developing a weighted critoria scale to improve the
assigning of priorities.

NRC Ouestion

C. The Reactor Coro isolation Cooling / High Pressure Coolant injection (HPCl/RCIC)
turbino oxhaust steam line vacuum breaker isolation valves woro neither being
treated as primary containment isolation valvos (PCIVs), nor included in the inservice
testing progr':n. These valvos were not part of the original BWR-4 design, but were
added at the recommendation of GE as a system performance enhancement. The
Power Authority for the Stato of New York (PASNY) did not considor these valves
PCIVs because they are not required to chango position to perform their safety
function during a design basis event. However, an early General Electric Service
Iriformation Letter and the standard GE BWR 4 and 6 designs did consider these
valvos PCIVs.

NYPA Response

The SIL's recommendation was based on 1971 draft NRC criteria in anticipation of
regulatory changes. The draft critoria and the subsequent approval of Appendix A to
-10CFR50 are not part of the FitzPatrick licensing basis.

Containment isolation for the HPCl/RCIC vacuum breaker lines is provided by the
HPCl/RCIC turbine exhaust check valves. As described in the Preliminary Safety Evaluation
Report (Soction 5.3.2) and in the Final Safety Analysis Report (Sectior; 5.2.3.5), two check
valves in serios may be used for containment isolation. The Authority is confirming this
position. A report documenting the results of this work will be completed prior to the end of
the 1992 refueling outago. Some of the information that will be included in this ovaluation is
provided below.

.
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i

What are the HPCl/RCIC vacuum breaker design specifications?

HPCI Vacuum Breaker Une: 2" SLP 152-49
(References 16 and 17)

'

Class 152 (nuclear)
- 150 lb Carbon Stool Piping

Seamless, ASTM Specification A106 Grade B, Schedulo 80
Operating Pressure is 65 psig
Design Pressure is 75 psig
FSAR Fig 16.5 Quality Control Classification is 02

- QA Catagory 1
- Seismic Catagory i

RCIC Vacuum Breaker Une: 1 1/2* SLP 152-51
(References 16 and 17)

- Class 152 (nuclear)
150 lb Carbon Steel Piping

- Seammss, ASTM Specification A106 Grade B, Schedule 80
- Operating Pressure is 35 psig
- Design Pressure is 75 psig

FASR Figure 16.5 Quality Control Classification is 02
- OA Catagory 1

Seismic Catagory i

Is it possible to perform an outward leakage test once por refueling outage?

Both the HPCI and RCIC vacuum breaker line configurations prevent the performance of a
outward leakage test being performed at anytime except during an Integrated leak rate test
(ILRT). To perform an outward leakage test during a non-lLRT outage would require
isolating the manual (23HPl-401 and 13RCIC-11)and motor operated (23MOV 59 and
13MOV-130) gate valves. This lineup would provide an Indication of check valve outward
leakage, however would not detect a leakage path through the manual and motor operated
gate valves' packing or bonnet.

!

.
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What is the configuration of those valvos during an ILRT7

During an ILRT the manual and motor operated gato valvo on each lino are verified open,
their normal operating position. The turbino exhaust chock valvos provide the ILRT pressuro
boundary for those linos (Reference 18). Any outward leakago from the vacuum breaker lino
offecting the ILRT would be identified.

What is the safety significarico of isolation valvos not being close as practicable to
containment penetrations?

This question can only be answorod by a detailed engincoring analysis. The analysis will
include; (1) dotarmining if the vacuum breaker linos can be qualified as an extension of
primary containment, (2) operating proceduro changes which would isolato a line using the
installed motor operated gate valvo, (3) the ability and bonofit to performing leakage to-t on
the linos and valving. The Authority will perform this analysis prior to startup from the 1K2
refueling outage.

NRC Ouestion

D. In March 1991, the flow-reversal tunnel was inspected by your staff and found to be
cloggod with sand. The inspection was formally documented by your staff to the
NRC in a lottor dated April 18,1991. An ovaluation of the flow-reversal capability of
the ultimato heat sink was performed, but contained several significant errors. The
evaluation (JAF-RAS-91-001, JESM-910021) was referenced in a letter to the NRC
(JPN-91-015) which was used to jusify that the blocked gate 36G-4 constituted no
safoty problom. A subsequont evaluation, performed shortly after, assumed that the
gato could be lifted. Since the plant began operation in 1975, reverse-flow gato
36G-4 has never boon operated and the reverso flow capability never tosted even
though there is a surveillar,ve test procedure to verify operability, The gate was
determined, by the team and your staff, to be inoperable during the ovaluation.
Additional concerns i tiuded: the crano that was available was poworod from a
non-safety-related source, and the process for repositioning the intake and
dischargo gatos in the event of an accident or test was extremoly difficult.

- __ _ ___-__-_______ - _ _ _ _ J
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i

|

NYPA Responso

Reverso Flow Tunnel Evaluations
i

The Authority has reviewed the ovaluations (Rofotonces 6 and 7) and finds no
descrepancies other than the safety evaluation's assumption that the reverse flow gato was
operable. The Authority agrees with the NRC that the gate's operability could not be
confirmed as a result of sand and silt in the tunnel and not being stroked since 1975.
Reference 7, the Reasonable Assuranco of Safety, questionod the gates operability
however, acknowledgod that the temporing gato could also be used to establish a reverso
flow lineup por FSAR Section 12.3. Over the past 17 years thoro has not been an
operational nood or regulatory requiromont to reposition the reverso flow gato. No
surveillance test exists to stroke the gato. Instructions for imptomonting a reverso flow
configuration ato includod in oporating procedure OP-4 (Reforonce 8). These instructions
however are not written as a surveillanco and are only used in the ovent of an actual
blockago of tho intake structure.

Rostoring Reverse Flow Capability

Sand and silt deposits will be removed from the reverse flow tunnel during the 1992
refueling outage. After the tunnel has boon cleanod a test will bo performed to verify
operability of the intake gatos, place the system in the reverso flow lineup, and evaluate the
feasibility of using reverso flow for thermal backwashes to kill mussols in the intake. The
closning and subsequent testing will rostore the reverso flow system to operable status prior
to startup from the 1992 refueling outage. Future intake inspections and cleanings will
maintain the operability of the reverso flow tunnel.

Crane Power Source

Non safety related power supplying the crane for the intake gatos is part of the plant's
original design and is acceptablo. The reverso flow capability is not a safety related function
but rather a design featuro providing operational flexibility in the highly unlikely scenario of
largo massos ofice being drawn into 4 % intako structure that blocks over 90% of the intake
area. This scenario is considered to oc beyond the plant's design basis. FSAR Section
12.3.7 describos the scenario of largo massos of ice being drawn to the intako by a intake
velocity (1.4 fps) and block the opening to the extent that the Circulating Water Pumps trip
as an "unlikely event". The FSAR continues to explain that if this unlikely event was to occur
it would be " inconceivable" that more than 90% of the intake area would be blocked.
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j Passivo design features provido rollabio ico blockago protoction of the intako structure and
service water systoms. These 1oatures includo; an intako structuro located approximately
900 foot offshore on the lake bottom in 25 foot of water, a roofod intake structuro drawing
water in through side openings proventing the formation of vorticos at the surface and
minimizing floating ico from being drawn down from the surface, and the Rosidual Hoat
Removal Servico Water (RHRSW) and the Emergency Service Water (ESW) system flow -

rates requiring that only 10% of the totalintake area be availablo. The officloney of thoso
design features to provent the entrainment of ico in to the intako structure has boon clearly
demonstrated. In 17 years of operation, the plant has never nooded to operato the roverso
flow gate.

Tho Authority recognizes the advantages of maintaining the plant's roverso flow capabilities,
however safety related power is not required for the crano used to position intake gatos.

NRC Ouestion

E. Your staff was in the process of changing somo safoty-rotated Emergency Servico
Water (ESW) components to non-safoty-related, and was substantially reducing the
design required f'cw to various heat loads, it appears that your staff did not perform
any tests that would indicate actual ESW flow under accident conditions to validato
that tho flow was adoquately balanced. Flow to some componcts u!so has boon
increased in an attempt to minimize future silting regarding the now design basis for
the ESW system. Futhor more calculations used to justify service wator swing check
valvo operability in LER 90-12-01 woro datormined to be incomplete, inconsistencies
also existed in the design basis document for the ESW system.

NYPA Responso

ESW Flow Testing

Temporary operating proceduro TOP 117, Emergency Service Water Full Flow Test
(Referenco 9), was performed in June 1990. The tost injected ESW into equipment normally
aligned in the system to determino component flow rates. Adoquate flow ratos to all safety-
rotated loads was achieved with exception of the croscent area coolers. Crescent cooler
flow rates woro slightly below the design flow rate of 120 gpm. As a result the, the non-safety
related Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling (RBCLC) heat loads are shed to increase flow
to the safety related crescent area coolors if ESW is required to supply RBCLC components
(Reference 10). The non-safety related Residual Heat Removal pump seal coolers ESW
supply valves are taggod closed and operating procedures provide instructions to isolate

'
ESW flow to the drywell if drywell floor drain leak rate increases as would be expected
during a loss of coolant accident. These actions ensure that the crescent area unit coolors
will roccivo 120 gpm of ESW per train during a loss of coolant accident. A chemical
cleaning program is being developed to reduce system resistance which should improve
the systems ability to maintain design flows. Design flow rates to all safety related
components supplied by ESW are verified quarterly in accordance with test procedure ST-
80 (Reference 11).

l
.. . . . ..
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Crescent Area Unit Coolers Flow Rate

The design flow rate to the crescent are unit coolers has not boon increased. The flow ratos
indentified in the ESW design basis safety evaluation (Reforenco 12) havo not changed and
remain accurato. To improve the reliability of tho crescent area coolors, a modification was
performed to increase the volocity of cooling water flow through the coolors reducin I tho
potential for slit accumulation.

The crescent coolors area sized to reduco area temperaturo during a design basis loss-of-
cooling accident (LOCA). Normal heat loads in the crescout area are significantly lower (no
omorgency core cooling pumps running) compared to LOCA conditions, and prior to the
modification, temperature control valvos would throttle closed limiting cooling water flow to
the coolers. This contributed to the accumulation of solids in the piping and eventually
prevented the coolors from achievirig design flow ratos.

During the 1990 refueling outage, temperaturo control valvos on eight of the ton coolors
woro removed and the fan control logic for those eight coolers was modified to start fans as
a function of temperature. The end result has boon continuous cooling water flow,
approaching design flow ratos, through the coolers during normal operations and a
reduction in sitt accumulation.

Additional information concerning the crescent area coolor modification was submitted to
the NRC in Technical Specification Change Roquest JPTS-89-032 (Reforonce 13).

LER 90-12-01 Service Water Check Valves

The Authority recognized a weakness in performing operability determinations and has
committed in tho 1992 Business Plan to improve the process 1or resolving operability and
reportability issues. A now procedure will be dovoloped to improve making operability and
reportability determinations by June 1992 (Reference 19),

inconsistencies in ESW Design Basis Document

Draft revision A of the ESW design basis document contained a number of r"scropancies
including inconsistencios with the existing ESW design basis safety evaluation (Roference
12). The descropanclos were identified, corrected, and incorporated in draft revision B. The
final version (Reference 15) has recently been approved and distributed.

!
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Roferences

1. Maintenanco Surveillance Test MST 71.17, Intake Do-Icing Hoators Rated Current
Surveillance Test'

2. Survoillance Test ST 98, EDG Full Load Test and ESW Pump Operability Twt *

3. Nuclear Safety Evaluation JAF SE-89-034, Revision 0, "Emorgoney Diosol Generator
Air Start System, Air Start System Capacity and Original Design Bases *, dated 5/2/89

4. NRC Safety Evaluation of the James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant, dated
11/20/72.

5. Rogulatory Guide 1.6, "Indoponce Betwoon Rodundant Standby (Onsite) Power
Sources and Between Their Distribution Systems", dated March 1973

6. Nuclear Safety Evaluation JAF-SE 91-028, " Evaluation of the Circulating Water
System Reverso Flow Gate Blockage Due to Sand Accumulation, dated 4/17/91.

7. Resonable Assurance of Safety JAF RAS-91-001, " Circulating Water Reverso Flow
Gato Blocked with Sand", dated 3/16/91.

8. Operating Proceduro OP-04, " Circulating Water Systom*.

9. Temporary Operating Procedure TOP-117, "Emergoney Service Wator Full Flow Test'.

10. Technical Services System Engineering Memo JSEM-91-059, " Update of ESW/SWS
System 46 Action Plan', dated 12/16/91,

11. Surveillanco Test Proceduro ST-80, "Testir'g of Emergoney Servico Water System".

12. Nuclear Safety Evaluation JAF SE-90-067 Rev.1," Clarification of Design Basis
Requirements for JAFNNP Emergency Service Water System (46), dated 3/6/91.

13. NYPA Lotter JPN-90-011, J. C. Brons to U.S. NRC, dated January 10,1990,
requesting Toch Spoc chango for crescent area unit coolers.

| i4. Surveillance Test ST-8R, " Emergency Service Water Chock Valvo Test'.
!

| 15. Design Basis Document 046, " Normal Service Water, Emergency Water, and RHR
| Service Water', Revision 0, dated 2/1/92.

16. James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant Piping Specification, JAF SPEC-MISC-0034
Rev. O.

17. James A FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant Uno Designation Table, dated 5/6/91.
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18. Surveillanco Test CT-39F, " Typo A Primary Containment Integrated Loakago Rato
Test."

19. Nuclear Generation Business P!an 1992
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